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Key Selling Points
Includes 16 scratch art pages featuring Bob Ross paintings from his show The Joy of Painting
Colourful art springs to life when you etch away the black layer using the included stylus
Perforated pages make it easy to display finished artworks on your wall
A calming activity that appeals to artists of all skill levels.

Description
Etch away with the included stylus to reveal and personalize 16 iconic Bob Ross paintings.

Bob Ross believed that anyone could paint a picture. Now, with Bob Ross Scratch Artist, you can use the “scratch and reveal” technique to create
16 lovely landscapes abounding with happy little trees, clouds, critters, and more. Just beneath the surface of each scratch-off material are poster-
quality Bob Ross paintings from his TV show The Joy of Painting. With the included stylus, scratch away as little or as much as you’d like to
create your own details and designs and personalize your masterpiece. An introductory section describes how to etch for best results. Plus,
explore each painting more deeply by reading the highlights of each painting's episode, the colours and techniques Bob used, and the impact he
continues to have on fans and artists worldwide.

About the Author
Steve Behling is passionate about telling stories. He’s written the completely bonkers junior novel adaptation of the hit film Dora and the Lost 
City of Gold, the original middle-grade novel Avengers Endgame: The Pirate Angel, the Talking Tree, and Captain Rabbit, and many issues of the
official Disney Duck Tales comic book, to name just a few. He’s also the creator of That's Believable!, a website full of made-up facts and
essential weirdness. Steve lives with his wife, two children, and three-legged beagle, Loomis.
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